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of expansion, abnormally high unemployment, or abnormally
low' rateable value.*
In 1948, in return for relieving the local authorities of most
public assistance costs it became possible for the government to
convert the block grant into an ' equalization grant' by making
it proportional to the amount by which the rateable value per
capita might fall short of the national average, though justice
required that double weight be given to children and that the
national government assess rateable value. If this experiment
should be blessed with better success than its predecessor, it
may perhaps point the way to a single all-embracing block
grant that takes in even education and housing. If this were
to happen, then every council would become free to allocate its
block grant to whatever service it pleased, subject only to the
right of the minister to reduce the grant if the council did not
provide a reasonably efficient service in certain specified
departments—health is so specified at present—or if the
council's expenditure seemed unreasonable.
This would enable the councils to advance a big step further
towards administrative responsibility. For it is a time-
honoured and respected tradition, and an affair of obvious
political wisdom, that the central authority should devolve
as much as possible of its responsibility for detail on to local
shoulders. Our modern elective local authorities have never
been subjected to so rigorous an ignominy as the system of
payment by results which had to be inflicted on voluntary-
school managers. The inspectors of the central departments
have at long last begun to win for themselves the welcome due
to the travelled expert adviser instead of that which is reserved
for the executioner. And the end of the ear-marking of grants
might well bring with it a reduction of local over-depart-
mentalization.
But while the local authorities are thus growing to the
maturity of responsible partnership in the administration of
* Expansion, if over 5% of local population were children under five.
Unemployment, if over lt% were unemployed men, ten women counting
as one man. Rateable value, if under £10 per head—which local
authorities were thus encouraged to arrange.

